Optimize Your Archer Environment for Risk Automation

Get the most out of your Archer implementation with Optiv’s expert-led tune-up services and workshops. Our collaborative health checks guide you through planning for a new deployment or improving an existing deployment of the Archer platform and use cases. Gain a more thorough understanding of the Archer components, how they fit together and how they should align with your risk program so you can realize its full potential.

No two Archer implementations are the same, just as no two risk programs are the same. As experienced risk specialists, we review your Archer frontend and backend implementation and help you deploy fully mapped risk processes resulting in more effective reporting and monitoring of vulnerability within the environment. We deliver a Risk Automation platform that supports your risk program and enables you to track meaningful risk reduction efforts, promote repeatable and sustainable practices, optimize control procedures and report aggregation on the entire GRC landscape/platform.

Get the Most Out of Archer

Technical Review Workshop
We evaluate your Archer implementation to identify areas for improvement, expose communications bottlenecks, review database configurations and inventory Archer software for version control. Accordingly, we deliver a clear and concise roadmap to ensure your Archer environment is adequately sized and operating at peak performance.

Archer/Risk Management Alignment Workshop
We take a programmatic approach to risk management, building the foundation to help you select the use cases or services that best meet your business requirements and goals.

Capability and Use-Case Review
Functionality and use-case analysis sessions guide you through planning for a new deployment or improving an existing deployment of Archer use cases. In addition, these sessions provide a deep dive into the implementation of Archer solution areas and use cases to ensure effectiveness and efficiency.

The Optiv Advantage

Our experts help you throughout the development and enhancement of a modern risk management program with the ability to provide full GRC services. Our Archer tune-up services and workshops focus on risk program and tool performance/implementation to help our clients get the most out of their investment.

Program Focused
Optiv’s Risk Automation program is purpose-built to focus on the program first. While we are well versed in many of the GRC tools on the market today, we believe that the right tool for our clients is the tool that best meets their risk program’s goals and objectives.

Deep Technical Knowledge
Optiv is the cyber advisory and solutions leader, with experience gained from thousands of risk assessments across all business verticals. We leverage your existing technology to provide enhanced fidelity in your risk monitoring and reporting.

Partner Alliances
We help you pick the right technology that supports your program with the capability to align with GRC and downstream security management tools. Builds and implementations are based on your unique risk management needs and not product limitations.
How We Do It

**PROGRAM FOCUS**
Undergo a targeted risk program review with roadmap prioritization, a compliance requirements analysis and budgetary planning.

**IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES**
Form an actionable implementation roadmap based on compliance and business needs which automate your risk management efforts.

**MANAGED SERVICES**
We offer a comprehensive list of managed services: third-party risk, vendor management, maintenance, reporting, real-time risk monitoring and more.

---

**Prep**

**DEPLOY**

**DEVELOPMENT**
Create a custom system build utilizing workflow creation and implementation and help with onboarding and product release.

**Optimize**

**CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT**
Develop a future-focused plan with strategic direction and clear steps for program enhancements and long-term system management.

**Advise**

**System Design**
Select products based on your program needs, implementation type and business case design.

---

**Case Study**
Technology leader with existing investment in Archer

**CLIENT CHALLENGES**
Optiv’s client reported inefficiencies across risk management and compliance due to multiple Archer instances with disparate workflows, an inability to measure and communicate success and a lack of resources to support consistent risk management resulting in a negative ROI.

**DESIRED OUTCOMES**
The client was looking for support to learn how to better utilize their Archer implementation, improve the tool’s performance, decrease the number of manual processes employees were using as a fail-safe measure and automate their risk program.

**OPTIV’S SOLUTION**
Optiv’s Risk Automation Archer Tune-Up Services and Workshops provided a three-phase approach to help clients get the most out of their Archer implementation.

1) **Technical Health Check Services**
Optiv performed remediation services resulting in the system being provisioned, configured and then operating at peak performance.

2) **Risk Management and Archer Alignment Workshop**
Optiv Risk and Archer consultants reviewed the current risk management program, identified key requirements and leveraged that data to define a roadmap and align the risk program KPIs with Archer’s capabilities.

3) **Risk Program and Archer Implementation Gap Remediation**
Optiv leveraged the information gathered to implement the use cases and workflows so the client could better manage their audit and compliance needs.

**CLIENT BENEFITS**
The client expanded their use of Archer and gained more constructive reporting and monitoring of risk within the environment. With automated risk management via Archer, processes became repeatable, sustainable and more cost-effective.

**Proof Points**

- **300+** risk related services delivered year over year
- **20 years** average GRC implementation experiences
- **Certified** in supporting GRC management platforms
- **100+** maintained industry-recognized certifications
- **Delivery and sales** partnerships with multiple enterprise risk management (ERM) technology companies

---

Optiv Security is the cyber advisory and solutions leader, delivering strategic and technical expertise to more than 7,000 companies across every major industry. We partner with organizations to advise, deploy and operate complete cybersecurity programs from strategy and managed security services to risk, integration and technology solutions. With clients at the center of our unmatched ecosystem of people, products, partners and programs, we accelerate business progress like no other company can. At Optiv, we manage cyber risk so you can secure your full potential.
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